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Replacing the Decal Assembly on a T7 or T8 Series Topside 
On a T7 or T8 series topside, when one or more button stop responding to button presses, the 
topside/electronics most likely isn't the issue, it's usually that moisture has gotten into the decal 
assembly on the topside and needs to be replaced. 

  
Replacement Instructions:  
1) Start by removing the topside's original decal assembly. 

A replacement decal assembly looks like a thick 
(~1mm) graphic label with an adhesive backing. 
It is in fact an assembly of several layers, that 
make our proprietary switching technology 
work. When removing one that has been 
compromised by moisture from a topside, it will 
likely come apart off the topside layer by layer. 
The top layer is a printed graphic layer, there's 
under that is an opaque plastic layer, under 
which are some tactile metal domes that sit 
within a clear plastic spacing layer, which rests 
on top of a final clear plastic layer (see image).  

It is imperative that all layers be remove, as well as any residual adhesive, before replacing the decal. We 
recommend to use a utility knife to pry up an edge of the decal (the whole thing when possible, or the top 
layer when it wants to come apart in layers). This allows you to easily make sure you get all the layers off 
even some are clear and hard to see, because with the tip of the blade you can easily tell when there is 
nothing left to remove and you've reached the topsides solid clear plastic surface.  Then use a 
plastic/acrylic safe cleaner like 'Goo Off' to remove any residual adhesive. Once wiped dry the topside 
surface is fully prepped to have a replacement decal installed. 
 
2) Install the new decal assembly. With the T7, you can use one of the straight edges to align the 
decal assembly and assure proper placement/installation. With a T8-S or T8-X topside, because 
there are no straight edges to the decal assembly, you'll need to be sure to use a very light hand 
when aligning/installing the assembly. Alternatively, you may find it helps to wipe just a couple 
of drops of soapy water around the edges of where the decal sits to make alignment/installation a 
little easier. 
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